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THE HISTORY
Mekik Motors Otak Series started to be implemented in 2014 . It was impossible to respond to
the increasing camping and outdoor sports needs with one type of tents in the world. As we know
it, we have started to produce a product that is most suitable for you : Roof Top Tents

One of the world’s best rooftop tents that have been designed, patented and manufactured.

For everyone, not only for those who turned travel and outdoor life into a passion, “Otak” is an
historical synonym for roof tents.

An original Turkish invention from 2015 the Mekik MOTORS roof top tent has been the
companion of adventurers, explorers and travellers around the world for well over over years.
The extraordinary intuition of that time, based on the newly born mass car-tourism market,
identifed a sense of freedom and independence and offered the greatest possible luxury as the
basis of its well deserved success in the world market. In mechanics there are countless
solutions. It was just a case of understanding which one to adopt.

We have started with vertical lifting tent. Almost contAemporary, the first one even if just for a
while was the ancestor of the current “Otak” (called “Tent in Ottoman Language” Otak, with their
extraordinary inginuity were a huge success at the time, thanks to technical innovations that
remain almost unchanged throughout 5 years of production, travel and history.

Despite the commercial aspect concerning ownership which followed, the - under Turkish
manufacturing licence - in many diferent countries, including:

Germany, Dubai, Kuwait, Slovakia, Poland, USA and Great Britain. At first, the roof tent
represented an inexpensive alternative to independent travellers, however as time passed, they
became an essential travel accessory, to such an extent that the manufacturing company of the
time decided to create “Mekik Motors”, a brand created and manufactured in Turkey that now
includes several styles of roof tents, like with sunroof etc.
Life is short but the world is huge! Don’t be late! It’s your time!



Mekik Motors: The young trademark that has become a legend. There are people who
dream of travelling and people who make dream journeys. For the latter we manufacture
with passion and competence comfortable alternatives to itinerant tourism since 5 years
to allow people’s dreams to come true. Mekik Motors’s innovative and creative spirit, as
well as its strictly made in Turkey design, top quality materials and state-of-the-art
technology all result in the realization of top quality roof tents that can meet any need of
tourists having travel and freedom in movement as absolute priorities. The first items
have been patented and presented in 2014; in five years of history Mekik Motors has
been attending international fairs and spreading in new markets (United States,
Australia, Dubai and Europe) showing the company’s creative spirit and professionalism
by a brand that became the most famous Turkish brand in the world of design and
production of roof tents. Turkey has wisely handed down its success to Mekik Motors
brand, which o ers a prestigious line of 2 roof tent models, and allows to turn adventure
and vacation in freedom into a real lifestyle. A healthy manufacturing company, highly
quality technicians, innovative technological material and patents have been
characterizing the story of our Turkish brand, which representssince more than 5 years
the ideal companion of trips and adventures discovering the most charming places in
the world. Made in Turkey quality and passion for outdoor are our marketing strategies:
no commercial business or production abroad. These are simply our features.

PRODUCTION PHASE
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Adventures are more Lucky Now!

When choosing an Otak you will see a large range of models that
are the result of almost 5 years of experience, tried and tested
products, proven by their outstanding sales success. All Mekik
Motors products have undergone exhaustive testing in extreme
conditions, from polar cold to torrid desert, from sand storms to
unceasing tropical rains. Otak, the original roof top tents, with their
technical and innovative features, are exported all over the world
to satisfy the demands of the most demanding of travellers. Quality
is paramount in the construction, from the technical fabrics to the
resins and metals of the shell, to ensure comfort and safety without
compromise. Mekik Motors is not only a successful brand, but also
a lifestyle, enabling people to enjoy the outdoors in a safe and
comfortable way, whether it’s on a small car for a family weekend
or an a four wheel drive ready to explore of the beaten track. Mekik
Motors is number one, not just on quantities sold and international
distribution network, but also for its impressive model
range with many variations.

OTAK FIBERGLASS

OTAK FUNCTIONS
* The revolutionary OTAK is a product
designed for all of road enthusiasts.

* Built to the same high standards with new
colours and more aerodynamic design, it
incorporates a new style roof rack for all your
sporting or essential travelling equipment
making it ideal for weekend
trips, holidays and adventures on and off roads
the world over.

THE IDEAL MODEL
The ideal model for those who want to merge
with their environment: a variation of the Otak,
The non reflective shells, colour of the fabrics,
internal furnishing and silent operation of the
openings, are details that offer the bird
watcher, hunter, naturalist or photographer
discreet concealment.
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We know that you don't want to break away from nature. If you
do not want to give up on the idea of looking at the view even
when you are inside a tent, Mekik Motors Otak 360° Four
additional new windows at the corners of the tent increase the
visibility provided by the doors and windows along the walls.
There are now eight apertures, perfect for those who want to live
in close contact with nature but protected from insects and
curious eyes, thanks to the innovative fiberglass “black edition”
mosquito nets, which make it easy to look out but hard to look in.
Privacy is guaranteed. Otak 360° is a tent for all weather
conditions: ideal in the heat due to its large windows, but perfect
too in the rain and wind, when the apertures are closed.

OTAK 360
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Beauty is a natural gift.

The new Otak sunroof Tour brings into harmony radical
design and construction techniques, which give of a
certain energy through the new aerodynamic lines,
enticing you to spend a few moments inside to discover
the hidden quality and comfort of this new model.

Materials have been carefully selected for style,
performance, reliability and a consistently accurate
finish.

The Sunroof range includes several models, to suit all
needs. Watch the stars feel the moment

OTAK SUNROOF MODEL
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

ABOUT TECHNICAL DETAILS
Q: Is your Otak Series tents Suitable for every model of vehicles?
A: Yes. The products is suitable for all vehicles

Q: How is the production of your roof top tents?
A: Our product is produced by fiberglass materials with 100% handmade.
Durability and wind tests were performed. The fabric is waterproof. You can
easily make your vacation and trip plans with your car-tent four seasons

Q: The Product carries how many people?
A: Our vehicle tents are for 2 people. With a width of 136 cm, 2 adults and a
small child can fit comfortably.

ABOUT INTERIOR FEATURES
Q: Pillow, mattress etc. Are the accessories included in the price?
A: Yes they are included. We are sending you with our RTT, one complete
furnished hard sponge mattress, two silicone pillows and some different type
of accessories like lighting and etc.

Q: Is there a ladder? How do we get into to the Tent?
A: Yes there is. We are sending you a first class quality ladder.

Q: How does the indoor ventilation work?
A: We planted two windows on both sides of the tent fabric include a floor
mesh. You can ventilate the inside of your tent at any time.
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ABOUT OUTDOOR FEATURES
Q: How to fix the product on the car?
A: We send Otak with a well special boxing from our factory together with the
usage and installation guide. With a small force, you can easily assemble
the product.

Q: What kind of accessory should be on my vehicle for installation of the
product.
A: An easy to find intermediate weft and spacer bar is sufficient for your
vehicle. For the installation of the product, we send all other remaining
materials.

Q: Do you have color alternatives?
A: Yes there is. Gray, black and white body with safari, khaki, gray fabrics
can easily made by us. Please contact us for different color alternatives.

ABOUT OTHER QUESTIONS
Q: Do you have cargo for all over the world?
A: Yes, we are shipping to all countries.

Q: Do you have a guarantee?
A: Yes, we have 1 year free warranty for mechanism problems.

Q: Are the mechanisms manual? Automatic?
A: The mechanism inside the tents are our own productions. You can easily
open and close tents manually.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
1 - Easy-to-use handle to open and close in a
flash. The reliable function is assured by a
mechanism consisting of screw jacks linked by
a chain drive system within the structure

2 - This opening system is reliable, lasts
forever and needs no maintenance. It is
operated by a removable handle. When the
tent is open it will remain steady even in
stormy weather conditions*.

3 - The handle is also an anti-theft device for
your contents stored inside, as the shell
cannot be opened without the handle.

4 - The aerodynamic design coupled with its ample storage capacity will allow you to
safeguard all your overnight items, camping/ travel accessories, sporting equipment and
valuables from all weather conditions.

5 - All tent models have 2 doors (one each side) and 2 windows (one each end). Each opening
is equipped with zip fasteners and mosquito mesh screens.

6 - Roll up, roll down mosquito net with two zip fasteners.

7 - Each Otak has a overhead Osram® quality light (18x5 cm), with 3 super bright Leds, with pivotable
reflector and easy to replace batteries. Roof is equipped with anticondensation insulation.

8 - Otak has three “self-adjustable” locks to o-er the perfect locking even after years.

9 - All tent models are equipped with two doors as standard, one each side, giving the user a choice
for entry and exit as well as complete through ventilation of the tent.

10 - Protection sheet to the base of the door giving greater insulation and protection from dust, rain
and cold.

11 - The aluminium ladder has very small overall dimensions. The antiskid unit is normally supplied
with the tent.

12 - As standard, the automatic spring device blocks the ladder when it is open. The risk of slipping is
prevented and the ladder is stable and safe on any terrain.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
ALUMINUM BOTTOM RAIL
The special supplied bars are removable and
adjustable according to the loads being
carried. All large items (camping tables, chairs
etc) can be perfectly stored on the roof whilst
bed linen etc can be stored safely inside the
outer shells. On request, various and specific
kit x sets can be fastened to the “C” shaped
channels integrated in the shell.

SWATTER
The mosquito net used is in fiberglass, soft and very resistant. It has a ne weft: 18x20 threads
per square inch. The hole size is very small: peaceful nights everywhere, whether in swampy
areas, by river banks or in the presence of very small insects.

ASSEMBLY
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THE QUALITY OF TENT ITSELF
As for most of the versions made by Mekik Motors, the shells are made of Fiberglass.

Fiberglass is a particular fabric ber interweaved and soaked in resinous liquid substances or
polyester. This material is also known as GRP, glass reinforced plastic (GFK in German).

The above mentioned really expensive liquid resins, once adequately mixed with catalyzing or
accelerating additives, are manually spread with hairy roller brushes on a glassy fabric
previously lay on open stamps. In this way, while solidifying, the liquid resin incorporates the
glassy fibers and creates the fiberglass. It is a laborious process by hand but it is surely worthy
the quality of the result.

Fiberglass is very widespread within the building industry and used especially for roofs and
other industrial and urban coverings. It does not get warm under the sun and keeps any closed
environment insulated from heat and cold, an indispensable feature for any roof tent.

Thanks to fiberglass, Mekik Motors’s shells guarantee excellent quality not only in regard to
their endurance and sound proof insulation, but also in terms of lightness and easiness to
repair (avoiding this way the high costs of substitution of entire shells, usual in the case of
Asian manufacturing that commonly uses simple plastic).

The quality of fiberglass is so great that this material is also used in the manufacturing of boats
and cars, especially for bodyworks and hulls that need rigidity and stability throughout time…
the best campers, for example, are the ones with single body made with fiberglass and
therefore easily repairable (bodies made with ABS are indeed not very diffused anymore
because of their difficult reparation processes).

Thanks to its excellent qualities of lightness, robustness and resistance to decompression,
fiberglass is also used for windmill blades and within the aeronautical and aerospace industry.

Mekik Motors’s shells are designed and manufactured with the best existent material today.

TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES



All the Overland models are available in many colour combination: Blue, gray,safari,red etc.
All the color alternatives are just for you to have an unique model special for your vehicles.

OTAK COLOR ALTERNATIVES
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OTAK COLOR ALTERNATIVES
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OTAK COLOR ALTERNATIVES
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HIGH QUALITY FABRIC
You can not control the
weather. But in a violent
storm, in high winds or
blistering temperatures,
Mekik Motors has the right
answer for comfortable tent
life.

OTAK SIDE AWNINGS
Sleeping is good, but we are not just working for
you to sleep well! Otak Side Awnings are now
avaliable in Mekik Motors, to make you feel the
nature without fighting anything. If it is raining
open it or if you want to make you prevent the
light of the sun : open it.

WARRANTY (3* YEARS GUARANTEE)

Every single Mekik Motors product has been studied in detail and carried out by utilizing the
most suitable materials for its expected use. The fifty-year experience concerning the
products allowed the Company to choose suitable materials tested in any different weather
and travel conditions. Strict “Mekik Motors Quality” controls assure that the product is
faultless both concerning materials and construction. *see notes in the instructions given with
the product or ask for information: e-mail: info@mekikmotors.com The tents used the world
over by Tour Leaders and Explorers, for extreme car rallies and expeditions, are identical to
the standard production: the same product anybody can buy. Each Otak roof tent is marked
by a Serial Number (label on the internal side of tents’ inlet door), which distinguishes the tent
and indicates the quality controls it has undergone. It is recommended to carefully read the
general instructions for use and maintenance, which are an integral part of the product and
are supplied within its packaging. Pay attention not to lose them! In case of loss, ask for them to the
point of sale or to info@mekikmotors.com

TENT SPECIFICATION
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As Mekik Motors, we are giving franchises to establish quality partnerships. You can contact
us via info@mekikmotors.com for the terms of the dealership.

Shipment Conditions are changeble from countries to countries but we have the oppurtunaty
for air freight, ocean shipment and highway transportation.

DEALERSHIP



info@mekikmotors.com


